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Basic Research
•  A revision/update of the groundbreaking classic, Character Strengths and Virtues: A Handbook and 
   Classification. Willibald Ruch, Ph.D., University of Zurich, under the guidance of Martin Seligman, Ph.D., 
   University of Pennsylvania, and the VIA Institute, is leading this project. 
• Robert McGrath, Ph.D., Farleigh Dickinson University, is at different stages in a number of research projects 
   involving the VIA Surveys. 
  ○ Full revisions of the VIA Survey and VIA Youth Survey, applying several layers of quantitative 
                methodology, item reconstruction, and item revision.
 ○ Published the largest factor analysis on VIA to date (N=450,000), with item- and scale-level analysis. He 
                has completed another study that reveals a provocative 3-factor character strengths model.
 ○ Published a replication of the landmark study examining character strengths across countries. Expanded 
                to 75 countries.
 ○ The Big Five and VIA: establishing the incremental validity of the VIA strengths above and beyond 
                prominent personality qualities (with Lew Goldberg, PhD).
 ○ Short VIA Surveys: Adequate psychometrics have been gathered on shorter adult survey revisions (a 
                VIA 120 and VIA 72) and a short youth (96 items). An article on the VIA 120 psychometrics was 
                published by Hadassah Littman-Ovadia, PhD
 ○ Signature strengths survey: a short, direct measure of signature strengths.
 ○ Virtues survey: a short measure of the 6 virtues of the VIA Classification.
•  David Rand, Ph.D., Yale University, and colleagues have embarked on a longitudinal investigation and 
    development of a theory of character strengths, making use of Martin Nowak’s computer modeling techniques 
    and empirical paradigms of trust & cooperation.  
•  Steven Young, Ph.D., Farleigh Dickinson University, and colleagues are studying character strengths as a 
    predictor of trust and cooperation.

Workplace
•  Willibald Ruch, Ph.D., University of Zurich, and the VIA Institute are examining 7 key functions that individuals have 
    on teams (e.g., decision-maker; information-gatherer, etc.) and the character strengths underpinning each role.
•  Hadassah Littman-Ovadia, Ph.D. and Shiri Lavy, Ph.D., Ariel University, Israel, have taken on a number of 
    character strengths projects in the workplace setting, including the role of perseverance at work, positive 
    relationships at work, and the advantages of deploying signature strengths at work.
•  Consultation to SMCOV, the company of the Stephen Covey family, that provides franchisees exclusive material on 
    applying character strengths for manager training and employee engagement. 

Education
• Ongoing support and consultation to VIA’s key partner in education, the Mayerson Academy, who has developed an 
   innovative character strengths program training teachers, youth, and schools to become more character strengths-
   based. These programs are called Thriving Learning Communities and involve programming with the gaming site 
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   Happify, live workshops, and coaching.
• Children, Inc., a national leader in early childhood education and training teachers has adapted Niemiec’s 
   Mindfulness-Based Strengths Practice for coaching teachers one-on-one. They’ve initiated further innovative 
   programming involving strengths-spotting, the creation of video resources, and use of parent cafes. 
• Tayyab Rashid, Ph.D., University of Toronto-Scarborough, a long-time consultant to the VIA Institute, has assisted 
    in the creation of a number of projects relating to the character strengths of youth over the years. These include 
    consultation projects around surveys, a youth report, and resources for youth.
• Jane Gillham, Ph.D., Mark Linkins, and Mary Judd have collaborated with the Mayerson Academy and VIA Institute 
    to develop a program for helping teachers deploy their own character strengths and the character strengths of their 
    students in the process of teaching and learning.  This program is being implemented and evaluated in the 
    Bethlehem, New York school district. 

Specific Populations
• Consumers: VIA Institute key partner in the consumer field is Happify, an online site that brings the science of 
   positive psychology to the masses in a gamified, engaging way. Ryan Niemiec, Psy.D. developed an innovative 
   track on mindfulness and character strengths, with numerous exercises and audio meditations, exclusive 
   to Happify.com 
• Consumers: Ryan Niemiec, Psy.D. and the VIA team created a 4-step program, Creating a Strengths Mindset, 
    involving key practices for developing character strengths. Currently being piloted across settings. 
• Intimate relationships: Todd Kashdan, Ph.D., George Mason University, and colleagues have created and validated 
   a test of character strengths for couples/intimate partners for the VIA Institute. They studied the unique impact of 
   recognizing and appreciating partner character strengths in loving relationships in both community and 
   college samples. 
• Disability: Karrie Shogren, Ph.D. and Michael Wehmeyer, Ph.D. have validated the brief VIA Youth Survey to be 
   inclusive for adolescents with and without intellectual and developmental disabilities. 
• Offenders with mental illness/addictions: Kimberly Sperber, Ph.D., of Talbert House in Cincinnati has investigated 
   the differences in VIA character strengths among male/female offenders and non-offenders and those who are high-
   risk and low-risk to offend again. They are currently studying the potential additive benefit of a character strengths-
   based treatment group to current empirically-validated approaches in the field.


